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For France, CES 2019 will be a hit again! 325+ French start-ups will be showcasing their amazing innovations to be able to meet investors, journalists, retailers, buyers and potential partners to accelerate their growth! This year again, all industries will be well represented at CES but HealthTech and Smart Home will get a larger presence within the French start-ups.

French start-ups are more and more recognized for their creativity and innovation with 59 products awarded this year. 57 received the CES Innovation Award and 2 companies, Snips and Beelife, the Best of Innovation Award for 2019.

Our hardware champions!
305+ French start-ups at Eureka Park will work hard to follow the same fate as their predecessors. Among the global leaders that shined at CES the past three years:

Entrepreneur is a French word
+62% in funding from foreign venture capital funds in 2017
+$ 3 B raised in 2017 by French start-ups

Top tech talent
An open door for talent
4th Most popular country in the world for foreign students with 40% of PhD students from overseas

#1 host country for foreign subsidiaries in Europe with 28,000 subsidiaries versus 27,700 in Germany and 22,200 in the UK

Tailor-made procedures to obtain residence permits for start-up founders, employees and investors (French Tech Visa)

A government firmly behind entrepreneurship
#1 in Europe for R&D tax incentives and effective corporate tax rate on R&D operations. Up to 50% tax exemption for expatriates for eight years

$ 225 M of investment in private start-up accelerators

French Tech Central: a unique initiative for French start-ups to work with public services to help them grow and participate to the development of the French economy

CHOOSE FRANCE TO JOIN, INVEST IN OR SCALE A GLOBAL START-UP OUT TO BUILD A BETTER FUTURE
305+ French start-ups will be exhibiting in Eureka Park in 2019
Guillaume Lachenal
CEO Miliboo

Miliboo is a French furniture company founded in 2007 and a key player on the European market which proposes design and trendy pieces of furniture. We know that habits at home are increasingly evolving to a more connected use of the house, so it would make sense for our pieces of furniture to become the next great Internet-connected devices and be completely part of the smart home revolution. Smart furniture is a growing niche, and by creating Miliboo Connected in 2018, we intend to remain the connected furniture industry pioneer, unparalleled in the marketplace. We released our first smart product, the Ekko smart mirror, in 2017. This time, we change the rules by introducing the newest member of our connected range, the Smart Sofa. Both an immersive sensory experience and a house control platform with integrated voice assistants, the Smart Sofa is a major technological achievement. It revolutionizes the home theater experience, thanks to a vibrating seat with motion sensors & amplifiers. We are proud of this outstanding innovation and expected an Innovation Award at CES 2019, and we got it. By being at CES 2019, we want consumers to discover a new immersive and connected experience at home. Our hopes for this Smart Sofa is that it will simplify the everyday lives of its users of all ages and make the connected home an accessible reality for all.

At CES, come to discover the Miliboo Smart Sofa on La French Tech booth #50615

Morane Rey-Huet
CEO Meersens

The CES is a key event for Meersens - a unique solution to test your immediate environment and the associated risks. This second participation is the opportunity to announce the launch of our mBox on the American market supported by an Innovation Award in the category “Tech for a better world”. CES answers our 4 expectations: increase our visibility; get meetings with key accounts and partners; share with entrepreneurs the pitfalls and successes of the start-up world in an international context; finally, strengthen Meersens DNA and values like a “team building”. CES is really an accelerator for our company as in one week, we are stimulated and challenged all day long!
Integrative crews and passengers solutions with AI for humans. Bring the «enhanced passenger experience» from vision and mission to production, Enable airlines to elevate personalisation and distinction of services to 21st century possibilities. Create strong brand identity and loyalty through unparalleled product capabilities Enhance safety and champion wellbeing decisions for staff and passengers.

Lyrix is a voice assistant dedicated to customer relations and business efficiency in sales networks. It listens, understands and answers advisors’ questions in natural language to help them, both in the office and on the move. Optimization of the agenda, customers to call first, or even appointment follow-up: by offering an intuitive interface, accessible via smartphone, Lyrix becomes the essential tool for the future sales advisor.

Numii® is the only IoT that adapts your factory to the exertion of the human body, and provides data that benefits the medical, scientific and industrial worlds. Our non-intrusive equipment captures effort in movement and allows you to produce viable results and measure improvements.

The Portal creates a replication of a corporate WIFI network, allowing employees to access remotely all work files and ERP systems in a fully secure manner.

As a leader in Artificial Intelligence for video analytics, AQUILAE develops cutting-edge algorithms processing data in real time from all types of cameras. Since 2012, AQUILAE has been working on computer-vision technologies adaptable to existing or new infrastructures. Based on machine and deep learning, our software solutions offer an advanced and highly efficient decision support tool making false alarm rates and abnormal situation detection performances continuously and interactively enhanced.

As an innovation award winner at CES 2019, ARCHOS presents its solutions of democratization in Artificial Intelligence and Blockchains: ARCHOS Hello, his everyday companion, who combine the image with the voice, with the greatest respect for privacy; ARCHOS Safe-T, its crypto-active portfolios.

AskHub is the analytics and continuous improvement solution for conversational agents (chatbots and voicebots). AskHub solution allows companies to understand user needs expressed in natural language and improve the capabilities of their bots to maximize their ROI.

Botfuel is an enterprise grade chatbot building platform for developers. The startup has been building AI and NLP technologies since 2016 to provide companies with second-generation chatbots, aimed at implementing advanced conversational services using sophisticated human-bot dialogs.

BuQuaTi is a business-driven start-up leveraging most recent techniques and methodologies in Artificial Intelligence, Cloud, Big Data, IoT to help businesses grow, transform, and innovate. BuQuaTi’s intelligent product suite is based on humans’ most dominant sense, the vision, to create truly new experiences in e-commerce, and all industries. BuQuaTi provides smoothly integrated solutions to well-known enterprise software, and open to any others through industry standards. Based in the European Silicon Valley in French Riviera, BuQuaTi meets all criteria to satisfy high-value added investments.

Clevy allows you to create information chatbots that answer employees’ recurring questions on all subjects: human resources, IT, purchasing, legal, change management.

Conscience Robotics proposes a ready-to-use system can be installed easy on any robot: humanoid, flying or wheel-based. This system integrates a unique Artificial Intelligence that allows robots to be fully autonomous and to use their full physical capabilities.

Daneel is a personal AI assistant that helps the investor to be more serene in his decision making by providing him the most relevant data available on the crypto market. Thanks to its unique algorithms and machine learning, Daneel is a turnkey solution that analyzes huge quantities of data and adapts the messages to the user by giving quantitative elements to allow him to judge the interest of a trend. Daneel makes the world of blockchain even more accessible to beginners through its learning program. Daneel’s main features: - Newsfeed curated - Market Sentiment - Insights - Education - Chatbot.
Data Move is a start-up created in 2014, located in Sophia Antipolis (France), in order to provide solutions for sharing and organizing big data for tourism via new technologies such as AI, Natural Language Processing, Machine learning and Knowledge graphs (Web Semantic). Data Move provides 2 solutions : City Move, a web semantic platform to collect all tourism data in a destination, and Minotour, an intelligent Digital tourist guide, to answer in a natural dialogue to all tourist and citizen questions by exploiting the data of the City Move knowledge base.

In 2015 a team of experts created DATAVALORIS to initially meet the needs of a world leader in automotive equipment, and then to make any business or organization benefit from their expertise in data processing and artificial intelligence. Since then we have been a beneficiary company, a partner of a french laboratory and a laureate of réseau entreprendre. We are incubated by le swave, paris&co.

Datakalab is a braintech startup that uses AI and neurosciences to optimize customer knowledge and fuel brand transformations’ and innovation strategies. In the face of digital progress and artificial intelligence, it has become crucial to give data a human face. Transactional and digital data don't allow us to fully understand consumers' behaviors and motivations, needless to say their emotions. We believe that lasting transformation and innovation strategies are client centric and are built on deep consumer knowledge, on client intelligence.

The Artificial Intelligence solution dedicated to the problems of operating fluid networks.

DEEP MARKETING CX combines the power of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Deep Learning to improve customer experience and loyalty. Semantic and ontological analysis: Reveal the full value of surveys, CRM data, ERP, social network data with the help of automatic semantic and ontological analysis. Customized pilot dashboard: Standardize your measurable variables and monitor your performance. DEEP MARKETING CX has been used by ADECCO Group France to analyse customer verbatim and identify pain points or what amazes customers.

Dilepix is an AgTech startup. We provide farmers with a cloud platform that automates the visual monitoring of their crops and livestock. Farmers receive intelligent alerts based on the detected threat (insects, weeds, diseases...). Our deep learning based agronomic image analysis platform can process large quantities of images and videos in real time. It is more reliable and more robust to outdoor conditions (open field cultivation, greenhouse crops, live stock) than conventional image analysis software. Precision Agriculture. Smart Farming. Artificial Intelligence. Computer Vision.

Mobile video templates and automated editing. We created a mobile application that automatically scripts and edits videos in minutes. No need for a computer, editing software or even an expert, everything takes shape on the smartphone. Makidoo will become the solution of choice for communicating with video, with the ability to deliver a complex BRANDED message without a complex process.
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**Innovation Award CES 2019**

In 2017 the startup company Hitech One launches the development of Modulum, a modular IoT platform that allows to create new connected devices and services without any technical knowledge. Modulum gives everyone the ability to innovate and to move towards the world of entrepreneurship from an idea. It is articulated around an assembly of technological bricks and an intuitive visual interface. One of our bricks makes it possible to connect and use the new emerging technology: the blockchain. You will become a key player of the digital revolution of this new world. “From imagination to innovation”

**HITECH-ONE**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50819

**IDETA**
Eureka Park
Sands Hall G 53148

**JACK AND FREDI**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 52514

**JUST MINING**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50819

**KEO PASS**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G - 52770

**KEY INFUSER**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50819

**LEDGER**
LVCC
South Hall 4 - 36304

---

**Keop@ss** is a standalone universal biometric authenticator in a keyfob, that generates strong passwords from fingerprints and securely sends them to any paired device via Bluetooth or USB, regardless of their type (desktop, laptop, smartphone, tablet…) brand or OS, without requiring any driver installation. Keop@ss can secure computer login, online bank accounts, crypto-wallets, VPN accesses, connected door locks, and many more…

Keop@ss is intended for anyone who cares about online and offline cyber-security, without requiring knowledge on crypto assets security, having sold 1m+ Ledger Nano S and launching its enterprise solution, the Ledger Vault.

**LUDITOUR / AUGMENTEO**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50415

**MEERO**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50463

**MOBIOOS.AI**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50441

**MYRISSI**
Eureka Park
Sands Hall G - 53030

**NANOMADE**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50615

**NANOZ**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50215

---

Ledger is a security solution provider for digital assets. Our mission is to secure digital assets for individuals, enterprises and machines. Ledger has grown into the clear leader in crypto assets security, having sold 1m+ Ledger Nano S and launching its enterprise solution, the Ledger Vault.

**Linto** is a smart Open Source assistant designed by LINAGORA: based only on Open Source technologies, LinTo is cloud enabled but GAFA free. LinTo respects your privacy as it doesn’t share your data for commercial use. LinTo is designed to reduce time-consuming & stressful tasks: it uses a smart AI program to understand your voice and helps you all along the office day even during meetings. LinTo is a hardware & software OpenPlatform: skills API expand the capabilities of LinTo and lets anyone create their own commands. For example, LinTo can interact with OpenPaaS.

Luditur, an innovative app mixing augmented reality and Real-time Open Data of cities to discover places through gaming.

Meero’s AI processes millions of images in seconds. Combined with unprecedented work processes and the development of a content management platform, Meero has developed world-leading photo & video solutions that allow to order photo shoots everywhere and have them delivered in 24H.

Mobioos revolutionizes enterprise software development, by starting with employees, and leveraging the latest progress in machine learning and Artificial intelligence to translate business needs into scalable applications, without any manual coding. These solution can be securely deployed on multiple platforms and in full compliance with IT services under minutes.

For you, to be sure your product matches with your customers! With E-CDs, World First Smart Sensory Translator dedicated to scented product development; put some magic into consumer practices by controlling sensorial non-verbal communication. E-CDs is a patented technology, 10 years of research, 64 affective dimensions and a 25 000 database to innovate in your product development by integrating emotional profile, build a true emotional story or guide your customers towards the product of their personality.

Nanomade, thanks to its patented technology, makes any surface (rigid, curved, flexible) and any material sensitive to touch and force. We deliver sensor modules disrupting touch interfaces across industries (smartphone, automotive, smart-building).

Nanoz has developed a worldwide patent for MOx sensors with selectivity in matter of gas detection. With our selective and sensitive semiconductor GAS sensor technology. It will allow you to measure on a ppb level, the detection with a high accuracy and stability at a fraction of the cost of analyser based instruments. With our sensor Also our sensor has 4 times wider detection range than other sensors and even it is one of the smallest selective sensor in the market (just 1.8 mm for each side and 0.45 mm thick).
**NEOGIA**
Eureka Park

Specializing in Big Data, Artificial Intelligence and Data Security, with its expertise and know-how, Neogia provides innovative solutions for the detection, diagnosis and monitoring of diseases.

**NEUROCHAIN TECH**
Westgate - 509

NeuroChain is powered by an ecosystem of smart, fast, secure Bots that learn, evolve and get smarter through interaction and activity. Ultimately, they will autonomously resolve issues and propose solutions.

**NOTILO PLUS SAS**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50041

Notilo Plus leads the way in the design of autonomous underwater solutions, using the latest artificial intelligence and self-learning technologies to capture and exploit high added value images and data. In the leisure market, the patented localization technology offers flexibility and remarkable simplicity when filming, with silent operation and minimum impact on fragile ecosystems. For professionals, Notilo Plus solutions are intended for autonomous inspection in the infrastructure, defense, oil & gas, shipping, maritime industries and scientific research. For more info, www.notiloplus.com

**OPLA**
Booth: ARA

OPLA is an open source software to create virtual assistants without coding.

**POP’ N LINK**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 51263

No app, just tap
More than just an innovative technology.
A new connected lifestyle.

**POSOS**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50475

Posos leverages state of the art Natural Language processing techniques, enabling complex queries in medical documents (structured & non-structured) with a single question. Our first achievement is an artificial intelligence that understands questions related to medications and immediately provides healthcare professionals with trustworthy answers from official data sources.

**PREVISION.IO**
Eureka Park

Prevision.io ist eine платформа SaaS de Machine Learning автоматизированный, который позволяет нам клиентам создавать пророческие и сети прогнозов, основанные на реальных данных и высокотехнологичных системах.

**PROPHESEE**
Venetian Tower
Suite 30 - 129

With the most advanced neuromorphic vision system in the world, inspired by human vision and built on the foundation of neuromorphic engineering, PROPHESEE is the revolutionary system that gives metavision to machines, revealing what was previously invisible to them. PROPHESEE is the revolutionary system that gives metavision to machines, revealing what was previously invisible to them.

**QUANTMETRY**
Eureka Park
Sands Hall G 53023

QUANTMETRY is a consulting firm specialized in Artificial Intelligence and Big Data that supports its clients in the strategic and operational implementation of projects. Its main areas of expertise are: Data Strategy (use cases ideation, data governance and organization), Data Science (Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Time Series, Intelligibility), Data Engineering (model industrialization) and Data Architecture (on cloud or on premise).

Quantmetry dedicate 20% of the time to R&D and develop today a medical IoT.

**QUICKMOVE BY UBIANT**
Sands - Halls A-D 40965

Ubiant’s artificial intelligence platform puts people back at the heart of the system, by providing innovative user interfaces and services that make everyday life easier.

Ubiant offers a secure and truly interoperable solution.

**QUORTEX**
Eureka Park
Sands – Hall G 52906

Quortex offers an AI-based software solution that lowers the infrastructure and network costs for Live content delivery over the Internet. Quortex changes the paradigm of content delivery by introducing “Just In Time Everything”, a technology that builds the workflow based from the user demand, not from the content origination.

**RUBIX SI**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50000

RUBIX S&I is an analytical company dedicated, via a full portfolio of devices and services, like IoT modules, on-line instruments, data metrics, to the monitoring of Indoor and Outdoor, toxics, nuisances, safety and wellness at work.

**SERVICESYOU BY CHALLENGEME**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50003

Services You is the creator of ChallengeMe, collective intelligence made easy. ChallengeS developpe cooperation in companies by more contribution of employees through “challenges”.

**SILEX COGNITIVE SOURCING PLATFORM**
Eureka Park
Sands – Hall G 53102

Silex is the first cognitive sourcing platform based on AI technologies. We allow consumers to easily identify new supplier solutions and transform the way that they interact with these suppliers.

**SKILLOGS**
Eureka Park

e-learning platform for professional training entirely customized by an AI.
**Best of Innovation Award CES 2019**

Snips is an end-to-end embedded voice AI for connected devices that runs locally & offline, offering OEMS production grade natural language solutions without sacrificing brand identity, performance or user data. Snips’ vision is to make technology so intuitive that it disappears.

**THINKDEEP AI**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50241

We help companies implement Big Data, Machine Learning and Deep Learning solutions.

**TRANSCHAIN**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 53033

TransChain: a powerful blockchain network: to make you sure you know. Our start-up ambition is to improve the B2B market by creating a digital trust between all professionals. The 1st cryptocurrency free Blockchain for BtoB. OUR TECHNOLOGY AIMS ALL THE AREAS WHERE DOCUMENT AND INFORMATION VERIFICATION, CERTIFICATION, SHARING ARE NEEDED. We developed our own blockchain technology: we adapt the network’s functionalities to your specific certification needs. It's a digitization with proof: you will be able to provide anytime the history of your data and the proof of its reliability.

**UAVIA**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 53111

Uavia is the European leader in cloud-connected robotics. Its pioneering platform enables industries to connect their drones and robots to the cloud. Multiple users across the world can now control heterogeneous fleets of drones and robots while having data processed, analyzed and shared in real-time for various applications.

**SNIPS**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50615

**SUPERMOOD**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 53106

People Analytics platform to make employees engaged.

**THINGTYPE**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 52904

ThingType provides AI-based solutions that help students and businesses design innovative electronic products.

**TRANSATEL**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50615

As the leading European MVNE/A (Mobile Virtual Network Enabler/Aggregator), Transatel has, since its inception in 2000, launched over 170 MVNOs (Mobile Virtual Network Operators) and built a strong expertise in Machine-to-Machine connectivity, before entering the Internet of Things arena in 2014.

**UNSUPERVISED.AI**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50241

Unsupervised.ai: Implementing New ideas. Whether it is delivering a package to a home or sending an item to different locations in a large factory, the delivery landscape is changing. We’ve spend the last year building our fleet of robots to help businesses leverage this technology.

**VICTOR & CHARLES**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50463

Personalize Customer Experience in real time Victor & Charles utilise l’IA pour créer un profil client à jour à travers la donnée publique pour prioriser les clients à fort potentiel et personnaliser la relation afin d’améliorer la fidélisation et le revenu par client.

**VIVOKA**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50819

"Vivoka is a company specialized in voice recognition and artificial intelligence. Our ambition is simple: to revolutionize human-machine interaction through the voice. Whatever your field of activity, our job is to create a new conversational link between you and your users. We adapt to all types of media, and take into account your context and environment."
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**3DRudder**

LVCC South Hall 1 - 21803

3DRudder is a unique foot-based VR and gaming motion controller, designed for VR enthusiasts, serious FPS gamers, CAD designers and anyone in search of an intuitive way to get around in a 360-degree environment. Move intuitively, freeing your hands to maximize your experiences.

**4REALIZE**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51104

4REALIZE is a concept by 4realize Office for studies and engineering. 4REALIZE integrates special effects into virtual reality environments. The YOU series is a world premiere in which you are the hero and is a concept offered at CES. This new product is sure to be a hit when it's proposed in a booming market. We stand out from our competitors because our company specializes in computer modeling and simulation. We use ICT to promote the product on broadcast platforms. This modeling and special effects application integrates virtual building on real terrain.

**AEROMAPPER**

Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51902

AEROMAPPER is a manufacturer and operator of drones dedicated to the acquisition of high quality geographical information.
**Augmented Reality - Virtual Reality**

**ARTDESIGNPAINTING**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51663

Never a painting has embarked so much technology! (AR/VR/VIDEO/NFC/BLOCKCHAIN)
The Consumers will love to connect with these paintings!
#WeLoveEmotion

**ASOBO STUDIO**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50241

Developer of video games on new generation consoles, award-winning for the Kinect Heroes games: A Dis Adventure.

**AUGMENTEO**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50415

Luditour is a virtual open data world in augmented reality where you take the role you want. The app get all AR journeys around you and you can discover cities, places or museums through riddles on an interactive map. Collect objects, solve many quests and be virtually connected with your environment, be an actor! The app is connected with open data servers of cities, railway companies and brings you into the game with real-time data gamification. Ready to play the world?

**BETTY3D**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G

3D printing, modeling, manufacturing of electronic and objects, workshop in science and technology.

**BIGGER INSIDE**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 52007

We merge video game and laser tag thanks to virtual reality.

**BOARDING RING**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50017

Boarding Ring introduces Boarding VAR: the game changing add-on for virtual reality. Boarding VAR allows seamless immersive experience, motion sickness free. Either for training programs or entertainment applications, our solution upgrades your existing equipment and helps virtual reality fulfill its promise!

**DREENK**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50863

Proposed connected object to analyze the quality of milk for children.

**DRONE ACT**
Eureka Park Sand - Hall G 51780

Drone Act is a design office located in Morbihan, South Brittany, specializing in the design, manufacture and prototyping of remotely piloted aircraft for professionals. CAD/CAD, thermoplastic manufacturing additive, machining parts; HMI development, Autopilot and IoT.

**EYELIGHTS**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50819

EyeLights is the augmented reality solution for mobility. EyeLights displays driving information directly in your field of sight.

**FARSIGHT**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50059

Farsight creates virtual reality applications for learning and training. Thanks to our technologies which make us scenearize and develop applications a lot faster, we provide a direct integration of the customers pedagogic assets.

**FOX TRIPPER**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50215

Fox Tripper has entirely rethought the passenger experience with an offer of captivating and interactive IFE applications. From an immersive 3D Moving Map, to the reservation of activities and services during the flight, generate additional revenues as well as leverage the BI tools required to support a strategic decision making. Pioneer of an entirely new approach to the passenger experience, Fox Tripper is much more than a simple app provider, it’s your trusted partner.

**HOLFORGE INTERACTIVE**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50041

HoloForge Interactive is the branch of Asobo Studio dedicated to large companies. 5 years of experience on HoloLens and many clients among major international groups, make us THE world reference in terms of mixed reality. Let’s imagine together your next revolution!

**INNERSENSE**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50000

The Toulouse start-up Innersense has developed web and mobile configurators that show furniture in 3D and augmented reality.

**KINEQUANTUM**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 52507

KineQuantum is the 1st rehabilitation therapy in virtual reality. It enables physical therapists to earn more money and treat patients more efficiently through more than 60 immersive and playful rehab programs.

**MEISROOMVR**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50041

The mission of MeshroomVR is to make VR available to all industry professionals who need to visualise and present scale 1:1 3D-projects, in the most realistic manner. Our software provides an ultra-fast, aesthetic and affordable solution for virtual prototyping. It’s so simple that anyone in the company can use it, from the product designer and industry manager to sales & marketing teams.
**Augmented Reality - Virtual Reality**

**MILE POSITIONING SOLUTIONS**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51063

Mile Positioning Solutions is a leading provider of high-precision Positioning Solutions for various industries, including surveying, mapping, and construction. Their solutions enable users to accurately and efficiently locate objects in real-time, facilitating tasks such as site planning and structural alignment.

**NUMERIZED**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50441

Numerized is the world's first realistic and interactive 3D scanning solution for e-commerce. Their technology allows for high-quality 3D scans that can be used in various applications, from product visualization to virtual reality experiences.

**OWI VIDEO**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50615

OWI Video is a pioneer in 3D printing, with a focus on developing innovative printing solutions for the consumer market. Their products combine technology and design to offer users a seamless and enjoyable printing experience.

**SL PROCESS**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 52512

SL Process is dedicated to the development and distribution of Lynx, an augmented reality headset that enhances users' interactions with virtual objects in their environment. Their technology is revolutionizing the way we experience digital content.

**VIRTUAL FOREVER**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51063

Virtual Forever is known for creating innovative virtual reality experiences. Their VR Box is an interactive and autonomous device designed to make life easier for users.

**VIRTUAL LP IN**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50863

Virtual LP Integration is focused on creating immersive virtual reality experiences for events and entertainment. Their Kube is a game room that integrates virtual and real elements, offering a unique and engaging experience.

**VISIOPM**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50017

Visiopm is dedicated to creating immersive virtual and augmented reality experiences. Their technology enables users to interact with virtual objects in their environment, revolutionizing how we engage with digital content.

**VOLUMIC 3D**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50215

Volumic 3D is a manufacturer of high-performance desktop 3D printers. Their products are designed to meet the needs of professionals looking for precision and reliability in 3D printing.

**ZIMPLE**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50041

Zimple is a cutting-edge technology company that offers solutions for restructuring unstructured documents. Their approach involves using artificial intelligence, deep learning, and ontology to extract knowledge from various document formats.

**Consumer Tech**

**1A3I (R2D)**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50241

1A3I is focused on developing compact and user-friendly products with AI, deep learning, and data mining capabilities. Their mission is to make data smarter and more accessible.

**7NEXT**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 52508

7Next is a French start-up that has reinvented everyday objects by combining technology and design. Their PUP Scan, a connected and mobile scanner, is designed to scan, store, and share documents with ease.

**ACKLIO**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 53101

Acklio provides software solutions that enhance the Internet of Things. Their focus is on making data smarter and more accessible through the use of AI, deep learning, and data mining technologies.

**ACTIVMOTION**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51063

Activmotion offers XtraSound, innovative extra-auricular earphones that offer a new audio experience. These earphones are designed to keep users connected to the world while maintaining high-quality audio and a natural sound.

**ADOK**
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50615

Adok makes your time valuable, even in meetings. Their Intelligent Meeting Assistant (IMA) is a device that transforms any surface into a tactile display and aggregates your favorite apps to enhance your work. Planning, managing, and debriefing has never been so easy.
### Consumer Tech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Awadac</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beekast</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 53110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beesbusy</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Besoct - Senorwake</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 53105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blockchain Certified Data</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blockchain Studio</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cimba Digital</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cubesent - Sensorwake</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 53105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Connect 2 Your Shop</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 52502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Connecting Food</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cube Your Life</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Daan Technologies</strong></td>
<td>Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50441</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Awadac** makes it possible to script your menus in one click, to analyze the behavior of the consumers facing the card and to accelerate the flow of order taking.

**Beekast** is an audience engagement tool that enables you to collaborate in real time with your audience! No additional material nor download nor installation. Just one tool adapted to all your presentations, remote or face-to-face!

**Beesbusy** is a tasks and project management application for professional and personal activities.

**Besoct - Senorwake** designs well-being consumer solutions.

**Blockchain Certified Data** is an application allowing grandes écoles and universities to certify their degrees on Blockchain.

**Blockchain Studio** is the simple way to Blockchain.

**Cimba Digital** is an application allowing grandes écoles and universities to certify their degrees on Blockchain.

**Cubesent - Sensorwake** designs well-being consumer solutions.

**Connecting Food** is a solution that uses the blockchain to trace and certify food products, in real time and tamper-proof.

**Cube Your Life** is a revolutionary connected object for Play • Everywhere • Together. Two and a half years of development have allowed us to develop an innovative technology “Tap & Shake” that allows to combine the pleasure of playing with extreme simplicity of use.

**Daan Technologies** is a young industrial company that designs, manufactures and sells innovative home appliances adapted to the 21st century.
Consumer Tech

**DEVPRIV**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50000

World first solution protecting laptops from 3 major dangers on the go:
- Protecting at public wifi hotspots (Hacking wifi).
- Protecting from usb pendrives (Malware in pendrive).
- Protecting data carried even encrypted. In a new way to think and work on privacy! “Military security degree” Deploying in Banks, Army, and organisation involved in data privacy for their nomad staff.

**DREEM**
Wearable Market Place
Sands - Halls A-D 43123

Dreem pioneers technological and scientific advances to develop effective products that help people be better at sleep. The Dreem band is a sleep solution designed with real human behaviour first, and supported by a global community of sleep experts. Based in Paris and San Francisco, Dreem has raised substantial funding from investors, awards and government grants to support a world-class team of more than 70 people. Dreem is on its way to help the world’s population in its quest to solve one of the biggest health and societal problem of our modern times.

**E-CASSINI**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 51042

Innovation award CES 2019

e-Cassini is a collaborative platform designed for space management (housing, buildings, etc.). In order to obtain millimetric precisions, we use an exclusive survey engine combining LiDAR technologies (Light Detection and Ranging) and topographic techniques.

**ENJOYUP.IO**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50259

The NextGen voice based messaging app.

**ESII**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50000

ESII develops and markets technology, solutions and related services to meet the increasingly sophisticated needs of customer reception management market. Our modular and scalable solutions are tailored to different sectors: Retail, Healthcare, Telecommunications, Finance, Transportation, Public

**ETHERTRUST**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 31506

EtherTrust markets software for secure elements, and designs innovative solutions that strengthen the security of IoT, Mobile, Cloud and blockchain.

**E-VONE**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50615

E-VONE is a smart shoe with falling alert for 3 types of users : older adults, workers or travelers. An innovative electronic device captures the person’s movements. In the case of a fall, the shoe automatically sends an alert message with ultra-precise geo-localization.

**FAST POINT**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50215

The first movie download service in under a minute for people on the move.

**FUNKY SOUND STUDIO**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 51263

International Audio Focused startup (France and California) Fueled by the passion for sound and high tech we create beautiful, and even smarter listening objects designed for the modern world. Our brand DEBUSSY Intelligent Sound Art will reveal the first Smart Autonomous Luxury Headphone at CES.

**GALANCK**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 53112

Le Galuchon is a smart backpack that increases cyclists’ safety, comfort and confidence. It lights up and it is connected to a GPS mobile app which offers a haptic guidance system and an automatic signaling system. Galanck is a weartech startup, committed to developing greater active and sustainable mobility: cyclists’ and associated.

**GAME TUNERS**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50863

Game Tuners offers a new generation, super light, memory foam headset. It offers a high level of sound technology, and an improved level of comfort.

**GLOWBL**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50863

Glowbl is a web-based solution for real-time training. Thanks to patented ergonomics and features such as video conferencing and bandwidth-optimized content sharing, Glowbl enables to create virtual classrooms where human interactions are reproduced with a realistic representation of the class and teaching methods.

**HAVR**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50615

Havr has developed the first light-enabled smart lock: The BrightLock. Share digital keys from your smartphone to whomever, whenever and wherever. Do so securely by using our unique patented and encrypted visible light communication technology.

**HE YOU**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50853

HEYOU - Easy Eat Easy Drink ... Mobile and multi devices solution dedicated to Local Retail and Leisure.

**HELPLINE**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50241

The mobile application The City Helpline allows travelers to instantly get in touch with a City Helper who speaks their language and answers all their questions. Designed for the next generation of connected travelers, the service reinvents the way visitors experience a destination.
**HEROZ**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50863

HEROZ is a smart button created for big companies. The smart button can adapt to different needs (depending on our client). HEROZ offers a new daily interaction between the brand and its clients and participates to creating a new bond between them. HEROZ is a smart, design and secured wristband.

**HOLINGO**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50041

Holingo revolutionizes the language stay market by connecting directly students with language schools around the world. Our language marketplace brings a new way to book language courses and prices advantages for students.

**HUBSPEED**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51263

A simple hub plugin which provides a speed boost to players.

**I.C.O / INTELLIGENT CONNECTED OBJECTS**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 52501

Protéa Card is a smart electronic cardholder, which alerts the user via his smartphone in case of theft of his bank card or if it gets lost or forgotten. Protéa Pass is a unique digital safe work with 3 key of identification.

**IBANR / DJ TAL MEDIA**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50415

IBanr is the first DIGITAL ROLLUP! IBanr mix the easy way to use a traditional rollup with the power of a FULL digital solution. IBanr is 90 inches LED screen who can be transported in a trunk of a car! IBanr is installed within a minute, without technical requirement ! IBanr can be connected together to create big screen without visible bord !

**ICARE TECHNOLOGIES**
Wearable Market Place  
Sands - Halls A-D 45646

After getting expertise in contactless payment and miniaturization, ICARE Technologies will use CES 2019 to introduce to the world its smart ring named Aeklys designed and revealed by the famous designer Philippe Starck.

**IDNOMIC**
Central Plaza

Develops solutions for the protection and management of digital identities. They have a PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) dedicated to C-ITS, which is used for secure communication between vehicles.

**INTERSTELLAR**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 53117

Interstellar is a new company formed by Chain and Lightyear to make building and operating on Stellar even easier.

**INVOXIA**
Fitness & Tech. Marketplace  
Sands - Halls A-D 45137

Invoxia is an innovative French startup that creates smart connected devices for the home and for mobility, including a smart speaker that integrates Amazon Alexa, and GPS trackers using low power networks Sigfox and LoRa to track vehicles, people and pets.

**IOTBOX**
Westgate - 401

IOTBOX distributes IOT solutions to the industrial world via a catalog of more than 50 solutions.

**KLAXOON**
Westgate - 609

Klaxoon, the meeting revolution Klaxoon radically improves teamwork efficiency. With Klaxoon, users get 100% participation, make 4 times more decisions and halve their meeting time. In 3 years, Klaxoon has been adopted by more than 1 million users in 120 countries. Klaxoon won numerous awards including 2 CES innovation awards.

**KUZZLE**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50241

The new generation of motorcycle helmets! Faced with the risks linked to the mobility of the two wheels, “KSH” decides to react by creating a new urban helmet...

**LUNC**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50859

An expert in digital voice connector, Lunc offers a solution to verify the internet user identity and to secure transaction.

**LUX LINGUA**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50041

We provide language solutions. We work with words. Our job is to create the strategy, the content (in one or several languages) to help you. We work on your content to make it relevant for the French market but also for global audiences.

**MAPWIZE**
Eureka Park

Mapwize provides an indoor mapping solution for hospitals, universities, organizations and businesses.

**INVOXIA**
Fitness & Tech. Marketplace  
Sands - Halls A-D 45137

Invoxia is an innovative French startup that creates smart connected devices for the home and for mobility, including a smart speaker that integrates Amazon Alexa, and GPS trackers using low power networks Sigfox and LoRa to track vehicles, people and pets.

**IOTBOX**
Westgate - 401

IOTBOX distributes IOT solutions to the industrial world via a catalog of more than 50 solutions.

**KLAXOON**
Westgate - 609

Klaxoon, the meeting revolution Klaxoon radically improves teamwork efficiency. With Klaxoon, users get 100% participation, make 4 times more decisions and halve their meeting time. In 3 years, Klaxoon has been adopted by more than 1 million users in 120 countries. Klaxoon won numerous awards including 2 CES innovation awards.

**KUZZLE**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50241

The new generation of motorcycle helmets! Faced with the risks linked to the mobility of the two wheels, “KSH” decides to react by creating a new urban helmet...

**LUNC**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50859

An expert in digital voice connector, Lunc offers a solution to verify the internet user identity and to secure transaction.

**LUX LINGUA**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50041

We provide language solutions. We work with words. Our job is to create the strategy, the content (in one or several languages) to help you. We work on your content to make it relevant for the French market but also for global audiences.

**MAPWIZE**
Eureka Park

Mapwize provides an indoor mapping solution for hospitals, universities, organizations and businesses.
Netatmo is a leading smart home company creating simple, beautiful smart solutions for a safer and more comfortable home. Since 2012, Netatmo has launched thirteen devices and accessories to meet the main demands of the smart home industry.

OTONOHM designs and industrializes energy solutions (lithium battery base) for the B2B market. The benWe are developing a game changing battery technology. Benefits are amazing: Performance increase of 20% Less weight and space faster charge Very strong decrease of electromagnetic disturbances 30% longer service life reduced carbon footprint.

TEOOLA PRO is a digital platform specially designed and adapted to the needs of professionals, and small businesses that target a private clientele.

Touchify is a cloud-based platform to create, broadcast and analyze interactive content for touch screens. Touchify reinvent the way we present information using interactive devices. It allows companies to provide a new brand experience for their client to imply them into the brand universe.
**Consumer Tech**

**EXALT3D**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50017

Exalt3D is an interactive solution to sublime and customize online your product in 3D. For E-Commerce and Real Estate sector, the innovation of our solution is to combine 3D photorealism and interactivity. You broadcast your products online, without plugin and without downloading.

---

**Eureka Park**  
Sands - Hall G 50017

---

**IFEELSMART**
Private Meeting  
Room Vdara Hotel

iFeelSmart designs, develops and integrates TV Apps for Operators and Service Providers.

---

**Reminiz**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50819

Reminiz's solution provides real-time access to all the relevant celebrity information on the screen: name, first name, filmography, link with other personalities but also pushes call to action as a theater spot for the last piece of the comedian on the screen or the book that the writer is promoting.

---

**FORWARD LABS**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50819

Forward Labs makes access to streaming content much easier. PADAM; our first product is a battery-operated speaker dedicated to streaming (playlists, podcasts, radios). PADAM adds music and audio to your everyday at the touch of a button; discover or hear your favorites at the twist of a dial. It even works without your phone if you want to take a break from tech during your routines.

---

**SOLAAARI**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51263

SOLAAARI has created light saber, larger than life.

---

**ENTERTAINMENT**

**EXALT3D**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50017

Exalt3D is an interactive solution to sublime and customize online your product in 3D. For E-Commerce and Real Estate sector, the innovation of our solution is to combine 3D photorealism and interactivity. You broadcast your products online, without plugin and without downloading.

---

**FORWARD LABS**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50819

Forward Labs makes access to streaming content much easier. PADAM; our first product is a battery-operated speaker dedicated to streaming (playlists, podcasts, radios). PADAM adds music and audio to your everyday at the touch of a button; discover or hear your favorites at the twist of a dial. It even works without your phone if you want to take a break from tech during your routines.

---

**REMINIZ**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50819

Reminiz's solution provides real-time access to all the relevant celebrity information on the screen: name, first name, filmography, link with other personalities but also pushes call to action as a theater spot for the last piece of the comedian on the screen or the book that the writer is promoting.

---

**SOLAAARI**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51263

SOLAAARI has created light saber, larger than life.
### Entertainment

**VIDEOLABS**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 50059

We are a team of multimedia experts for any mobile, embedded or desktop operating system. From specialized playback needs over streaming and encoding to recommendation to offer the user precisely custom tailored content - we have you covered.

**WIZAMA**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 50463

Wizama creates a new entertainment system, a console featuring built-in touch screen and its own controllers; pawns, cards, dice and dice track to enable both physical and digital interaction. It merges traditional board games and video games through patented technologies.

### Family Tech

**BABEYES**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 53110

What was the emotion of my parents when they saw me for the first time? The Babeyes smart hd camera records baby’s first memories from the baby point of view.

**BEAUTYBYME**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 50259

BeautyMix brings you the freedom to create your own beauty products. Our connected appliance is a miniaturized cosmetics lab that fits in your bathroom. It weighs, heats up and blends to make your customised skincare, haircare and make-up from natural ingredients, in minutes.

**LUNII**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 50415

A literary, technological and fun object. With its pop colors, soft touch materials and bright silhouette icons, My Fabulous Storyteller has all it takes to become the perfect comforter. My Fabulous Storyteller can easily adapt according to children’s leisure and free times.

**MAGIC MAKERS**
- Eureka Park

An innovative pedagogical approach.

### Family Tech

**MONFOXY**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 50415

Monfoxy is the first intelligent sock that accompanies young parents and their babies. Entirely designed in France, monfoxy reassures you on the well-being of what you have most dear in the world!

**R-RAAB**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 50415

Every parents are concerned about baby’s wellness & are worried about SIDS. How do we know that? We are parents too! Monfoxy reassure parents and most of all can help them to minimise the risk of the SIDS by monitoring baby’s heart rate and SpO2 level over night.

**ROADEYES**
- Sands - Halls A-D 44534

RoadEyes is a French company that develops a range of smart driving solutions and driver-centric services designed to create a community of connected drivers.

**SUNDAY**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 52511

Sunday is a solution to share pictures on your loved ones’ TV.

**TEAM8**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 50615

Connectable watch for kids combining FUN, Health & Security. Kids create their own super-hero and use it in many games BUT to do those activities they have to do exercise & recharge hero’s energy. They also have: allergy’s check, reminders, localisation, text & more ! 1st Health platform for kids.

**WISHARINGS**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 50615

The Lussya experience aims to reinvent well-being within the family cocoon. Lussya One is an object for the hearts and minds of people. Lussya One it’s dedicated mobile application to be accompanied in the daily well-being and its exclusively organic encapsulated cosmetics or aromatherapy products without any preservatives.

### Health - Environnement

**ADILSON**
- Eureka Park
- Sands - Hall G 50463

Start-up oriented “Well being and quality of life at work”, we designed the first zen capsule dedicated to disconnection at work.
**Health - Environnement**

**AIDODYS**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51521  
Aidodys company is specialized in web accessibility and create a customized solutions for reading aid, dyslexia and visual deficiencies. ADAPT MY WEB is an API to make all websites accessible AMW helps you to find your reading comfort on the internet.

**AMEDSU**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50017  
Amedsu is dedicated in providing the best software and services for the medical field. In 2019 we’re thrilled to show case our disruptive solution for clinical trials SCTM which stands for Smart Clinical Trials Manager.

**ARIONEO**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50441  
We develop and market connected solutions for analyzing the performance and health of athlete horses.

**AZUR TECH CONCEPT**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50017  
SMARTEAR is a real innovation, it allows to person who are deaf and hard of hearing to “see sounds” in their habitat and in their workplace. It was tested and patented in France as well patent in the world.

**BE WELL @ WORK**  
by Codesna  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50475  
BeWell@Work by CODESNA has a unique patented solution to evaluate scientifically a person’s chronic stress level and stress resistance in 2 minutes, based on a measure of his electrocardiogram. They help the person to objectify his feeling related to a stress situation, the person gets recommendations to manage his chronic stress as appropriate.

**BEELIFE**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50615  
Beelife offers a solution to save the bees by remote and automatic Varroa organic destruction, insulated and vented hive, and of course IoT features for the beekeeper. This is the one and only way to treat varroa destructor this way without human presence.

**BIO POOLTECH**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50017  
In the era of SMARTCITY, BIOPOOLSAFE is the world’s first SMART POOL solution BIOPOOLSAFE convert each pool to ecological pool with no more use of chemical with massive reduction of electricity & water. 100% elimination of chemical & 75% réduction of cost of use!

**BIOCEANOR**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50215  
Bioceanor is proposing innovative solutions for real-time water quality monitoring with alerts and predictions thanks to artificial intelligence. We will showcase the AquaREAL application where you can follow water quality in real time.

**BLUE WHALE COMPANY**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50415  
Blue Whale Company is the specialist of IoT for water management. Based in the north of France, Blue Whale Company has developed a complete range of stand-alone, robust and easy-to-install connected devices. Blue Whale Company masters the design, development, industrialization of its products.

**CANOPEE STRUCTURES**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50615  
Islands of freshness and biodiversity whose autonomous and connected structure supports a plant canopy.

**CARDIO RENAL**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 53026  
The goal of CRS is to develop a tool to help diagnose heart failure, by coupling a housing for analysis with information processing software that tracks patients and optimize the prescribed drug treatments and to reduce the hospitalizations and the mortality of the patients affected by heart failure.

**CARFIT**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50615  
CARFIT leverages NVH analysis with edge learning to create self-learning predictive maintenance solutions for the aftermarket and for native integration into parts and new car platforms.

**CHRONOLIFE**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50415  
Chronolife has developed a remote patient monitoring solution in form of t-shirt + app for patients suffering from heart failure. The system provides continuous monitoring & alerts patients & HCPs in case of health deterioration.

**COTTOS MEDICAL**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50475  
Cottos Medical is a company specializing in the design of well-aging equipment. Through the design of devices based on Virtual Reality, we allow people riskings autonomy losses to practise a physical activity in a playful, secured environment, with the possibility of offering a new source of evaluation for cognitive functions to accompanying persons.

**COTTOS MEDICAL**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50475  
Cottos Medical is a company specializing in the design of well-aging equipment. Through the design of devices based on Virtual Reality, we allow people riskings autonomy losses to practise a physical activity in a playful, secured environment, with the possibility of offering a new source of evaluation for cognitive functions to accompanying persons.

**DEVINNOVA**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50207  
A pioneer in e-therapies, Devinnova develops innovative connected solutions while respecting the quality of care and patient autonomy.

**DIABELOOP**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51253  
Diabeloop is developing an integrated solution to better manage Type 1 Diabetes (artificial pancreas). Diabeloop has been founded in France in 2015. The system will be on market in Europe in the course of the first semester of 2018.
**DIGITSOLE**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Digitsole is the world leader of connected footwear products. We notably created, the Smartshoe, the first interactive, connected and auto-lacing shoe, the Warm Series, the first connected and heated insole and the Run Profiler - the first connected insole that analyses your stride in 3D.

**EFELYA**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Efelya is dedicated to the prevention and detection of at-risk pregnancies. There are 35 million at-risk pregnancies worldwide each year. The medical innovation of Efelya is the management of obstetrical risk during pregnancy. It sets up a predictive monitoring of the evolution of the risk thanks to the use of an algorithm associated with a connected "pregnancy passport".

**ELLcie HEALTHY**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Ellcie-Healthy is a French start-up that designs smart connected eyewear that care for their wearer's health and prevent risks. Its 15 sensors collect physical, physiological and environmental data, that are processed in algorithms to detect abnormalities and prevent risks like drivers' drowsiness.

**EXACTCURE**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Personalized eHealth - Our Digital Twin bio-models the effects and interactions of drugs within your body, based on your personal characteristics. It is the result of years of fundamental research. Easily leverage your health IoT and tune the best treatment in real time with our Medical Device!

**FACIL'ITI**  
Wearable Market Place  
Sands - Halls A-D 42150

FACIL'ITI provides a significantly improved and customized browsing experience for each individual's particular condition.

**HEALSY**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Healsy develops the first AI-based mobile platform for continuous glucose monitoring that adapts to every patient's physiology and habits. Based on our patented blood glucose levels prediction technology, which combines pharmacodynamic modeling and artificial intelligence, we develop tools for patients to help them anticipate and avoid hypo- or hyperglycemia.

**HEALTHY JOURNEY PORTAL**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Collaborative Health process platform - They aggregate your health data so you can drive your care. Your health professionals gather your health data during medical appointments. The only one app in the world where 150 000 professionals already push health data with their own software.

**HEALTHY JOURNEY PORTAL**

**IMMERSIVE THERAPY**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Immersive Therapy is an innovative technology startup created in 2017. Its goal is to design and build fun therapeutic platforms, exploiting virtual and augmented realities and bringing a serious game vision to the medical world.

**ICARE SCIENCES**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Neural Up is a simple and effective acoustic technology designed for tracking, detecting and managing stress. No need for learning, no active listening, no need for brain stimulation: user just has to close her eyes and let the Neural Up technology work for a few minutes.

**HELLITE**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

B'Safe is the first smart device personal airbag that protects cyclists in the case of an accident. B'Safe can save life, reduces cyclist injuries and enhances the biking experience in the city.

**HIP'SAFE**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Hip’Safe is the first wearable airbag that protects the elderly from breaking their hips. It can saves lifes and improve senior's quality of life and autonomy.

**HYPNO VR**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

HypNO VR is a software solution that uses virtual reality headsets to perform anesthesia under hypnosis to reduce the stress and anxiety of patients during painful procedures. Since 2016, HypNO VR has demonstrated the feasibility of medical hypnosis thanks to virtual reality for the benefit of patients, healthcare professionals and healthcare institutions.

**ICARE SCIENCES**

**KOOVEA**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Founded in November 2015, Koovea is a dynamic and innovating start-up specialized in the cold chain's tracking of thermosensitives medicines. Koovea has 3 engineers at various levels of skills and aims at becoming a reference for smart packaging of the tomorrow's medicines products.

**LEXILIGHT**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

Lexilight, the first lamp helping dyslexics to read clearly.

**LIFEINA**  
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51529

LifeinaBox is the world's smallest intelligent fridge for the safe transport and storage of fragile medication such as insulin or growth hormones. LifeinaBox is connected to the Lifeina App that monitors the temperature of medication and the 36 hour battery life in real time, and that also sends the user reminders as to when to take his medication.
**MEERSENS**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50615*

Meersens is a unique solution (Apps + IoT) in the world that allows consumers to test their immediate environment that may have an impact on their health: Air and water quality, UVs, harmful waves, allergens, pesticides... and propose solutions to avoid/reduce those risks. Meersens act as a sentinel, it’s the guardian of your health!

**OPTI’WAVES**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 53013*

Opti’waves revolutionizes the manufacture of dental prostheses thanks to the sintering of ceramics by microwaves.

**NUMIII**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50041*

Numii is the only IoT that adapts your factory to the exertion of the human body, and provides data that benefits the medical, scientific and industrial worlds. Our non-intrusive equipment captures effort in movement and allows you to produce viable results and measure improvements.

**MORPHEE+**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 52506*

Realtime radar fall detector for elderly people.

**NEOSPER**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 53115*

An accompanying solution for the surgical procedure in the reconstruction process thanks to an automated and personalized 3D navigation.

**NEUROCORT**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 53115*

An accompanying solution for the surgical procedure in the reconstruction process thanks to an automated and personalized 3D navigation.

**NEW HEALTH COMMUNITY**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50000*

Charlie, our Medical Robot, is created by Doctors and Engineers to help with communication, care, and accessibility within Healthcare Facilities. Our goals are simple: Bring comfort and happiness, help medical teams, help families, help all patients.

**NFCOM**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50215*

Innovative solution designer.

**NUMIIII**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50041*

Numii is the only IoT that adapts your factory to the exertion of the human body, and provides data that benefits the medical, scientific and industrial worlds. Our non-intrusive equipment captures effort in movement and allows you to produce viable results and measure improvements.

**PREDISURGE**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 53104*

PrediSurge company is a Digital Health company aiming at optimizing cardiovascular procedures. Our software solution and data-driven numerical simulation technology are dedicated to secure patient care, support practitioners in their decision and speed-up preoperative planning and manufacturer process.

**QUISTA**
*by Techno BAM*
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50615*

Quista is a mosquito bollard, which will aim to treat the areas where the nuisance of the mosquito is felt, while preserving the environment. The anti mosquito bollard is a great invention, simulating the human breathing through the diffusion of lures naturally produced by the man.

**R-PUR**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50415*

R-PUR is the world first anti-pollution mask specifically designed for urban people made in France. The mask allows you to breathe a clean air by filtering toxic particles, without compromising on comfort and style. This protection have the highest European norm EN149-FFP3.

**QUISTA**
*by Techno BAM*
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50615*

Quista is a mosquito bollard, which will aim to treat the areas where the nuisance of the mosquito is felt, while preserving the environment. The anti mosquito bollard is a great invention, simulating the human breathing through the diffusion of lures naturally produced by the man.

**SAFETYN**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 52503*

SAFETYN develops life preservation systems and intelligent assistance solutions for pilots, unifying Human Factor insights, Common Sense applications and disruptive technologies, with the ultimate ambition to drastically reduce fatality rates in General Aviation and other high-risk environments.

**SAMESAME**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50475*

SameSame is a Lyonnaise start-up that develops digital solutions to help speech therapists improve the management of their patients.

**SMICES**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 53108*

SMICES offer pragmatic and efficient solutions to the challenges encountered in the operating theatre. The first medical device offering consistent visibility during laparoscopic procedures with MEDCAM.

**TED ORTHOPEDICS**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50215*

Ted launches a knee rehab assistant to enable autonomous and more efficient knee rehabilitation. Based on a patented technology, combining AI and motion analysis, our CE certified medical device has been tested and approved by medical professionals.

**O’SOL**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50041*

Alpha, Cliko and Kino? The solar energy solution, turnkey, suitable for mobile, temporary or emergency applications. Our generators produce solar photovoltaic energy, which helps to meet your electrical needs while reducing the environmental impact of your actions.

**REALTIME RADIODETECT**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50215*

Realtime radar fall detector for elderly people.

**SAFETYN**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 52503*

SAFETYN develops life preservation systems and intelligent assistance solutions for pilots, unifying Human Factor insights, Common Sense applications and disruptive technologies, with the ultimate ambition to drastically reduce fatality rates in General Aviation and other high-risk environments.

**NEW HEALTH COMMUNITY**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50000*

Charlie, our Medical Robot, is created by Doctors and Engineers to help with communication, care, and accessibility within Healthcare Facilities. Our goals are simple: Bring comfort and happiness, help medical teams, help families, help all patients.

**SMICES**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 53108*

SMICES offer pragmatic and efficient solutions to the challenges encountered in the operating theatre. The first medical device offering consistent visibility during laparoscopic procedures with MEDCAM.

**TED ORTHOPEDICS**
*Eureka Park*
*Sands – Hall G 50215*

Ted launches a knee rehab assistant to enable autonomous and more efficient knee rehabilitation. Based on a patented technology, combining AI and motion analysis, our CE certified medical device has been tested and approved by medical professionals.
**All In Factory (AIF)** in 2018, launched WattPark, the first charging point for all electrical vehicles (cars, scooters & bikes) that can be booked, shared and therefore monetized. WattPark is a world premiere patented collaborative charging station managed through an application that allows you to easily book the charging point and handle access to charge and parking.

**Atawey** develops strong skills in decentralized and autonomous renewable energy, hybrid storage of energy (battery and hydrogen) and development of specific components for hydrogen energy solutions. These turnkey solutions, ideal for isolated telecommunication habitats and antennas, are designed for optimal environmental integration.

**Axibio** provides innovative and connected solutions to municipalities and catering professionals to collect, refine and recycle their biowaste into energy and fertilizers.

**BENOMAD**
LVCC Central Plaza
Pavilion CP4

Ev-Move by Benomad: intelligent EV services to facilitate e-mobility and transition towards zero emission transportation.

**Bonjour ++**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 52517

The next generation intercom that fit your modern lifestyle.

**Citymagine**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50415

Citymagine sells the 1st preventive maintenance technology. For who ? Public and private road managers. Why ? Increase safety, lower maintenance costs and accelerate the arrival of autonomous vehicles. In 2018, a dozen infrastructure managers (highways, river, roads, cities, ports ...) over 10,000 miles digitized their asset. Thanks to the simplicity and efficiency of the Citymagine tool, they achieved >15% savings.

**Climate City**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 52502

Climate City is the first global system dedicated to devising strategies for coping with local climate risks in the world’s major cities.

**Coleen**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50819

Coleen designs and manufactures the electric bike of the future, design, lightweight, comfortable, an ebike with a 100 km range. Coleen is the new French Premium ebike. This electric bike delivers a mix of innovative technologies and French luxury know-how that makes it stand out from the crowd.

**GEOFLEX**
LVCC Central Plaza
Pavilion CP4

GEOFLEX is the operator of new Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS: GPS, GLONASS, GALILEO, BEIDOU) augmentation services based on the PPP-CNES technology (Precise Point Positioning), being Efficient, Safe and Universal.

**Groupe Lacort**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50041

Interconnected solution with a double diffusion of sound and light signals to promote well-being and create virtual confidential bubbles in work environments.

**Gyrolift SAS**
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50463

Gyrolift develop inclusive mobility solutions.
JOOXTER
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50415

Jooxter is a leading occupancy data intelligence solution and a mobile & web application that improves the day-to-day living and wellbeing of employees. Jooxter optimizes your resource occupancy and usage with smart building integration capacities via APIs or by using our own IoT environment.

LE PAVE PARISIEN
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50441

Le Pavé Parisien is an exclusive concrete speaker maximizing quality listening, and standing against “planned obsolescence”. Le Pavé Parisien is completely repairable and built in a sustainable way, in accordance with the circular economy principles. Le Pave Parisien is 100% made in France and encourages the idea of conceiving high-quality devices that are made to last.

LUMI’IN
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50215

LUMI’IN manufactures solar lighting systems and offers real alternatives to classic on-grid lighting by supplying cleaner, cheaper-to-use and smarter lamp posts. As a multitasking source of energy, LUMI’IN street lights can also supply energy to any other application in a smartcities or off grid sites.

MILLA
LVCC Central Plaza
Pavilion CP4

The MILLA Group and its subsidiaries ISFM & OBH experienced in the world of mobility provide global solutions for new mobility. They also offer an open, rolling platform “Mobility Open POD™” allowing the integration and evaluation of sensors, connectivity systems, AI algorithms... “Mobility Open POD™” is able to capture all driving data types.

MOBEEILITY
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50463

Mobeeility is the first inter modal platform, gathering both public and private essential transportation means for your daily commutes. Disruptly innovative, Mobeeility integrates technologies such as an AI for better UX, geo-predictive algorithms and an inter modal algorithm.

MOBILITY TECH GREEN
Westgate - 1105

Mobility Tech Green offers corporate carsharing technologies. Your fleet manager can connect the e-Colibri box to their fleet and the vehicles become accessible via smartphone, smartwatch or access badges. E-Colibri facilitates car-sharing services for companies with solutions for management of users and vehicles, fleet management, vehicle maintenance and data analytics that help monitor the fleet. The e-Colibri solution helps optimize fleet use, reduce costs and carbon footprint.

MOBILITY WORK
Westgate - 316

Mobility Work is the first maintenance management platform, offering at the same time a CMMS software for field technicians and maintenance managers, a social network and a targeted promotion and marketing platform for manufacturers and suppliers.

MOFFI
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50475

MOFFI is the easiest and most efficient workspace management tool in the market. MOFFI relies on feedback from customers in order to offer flexible technology for hosts that is accessible on the go for workers. Strengthen your company’s network, promote discussion and share the same among the teammates.

MOOVENCY
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50475

Created in 2018, the company has developed a tool to evaluate the ergonomics of workstations in the industry. Kimea technology quantifies the risk of MSDs from a single depth camera and does not require the need to carry sensors or specific technical skills.

MOV’INBLUE
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50441

Mov’InBlue™ is a smart solution for mobility providers. With the whole customer journey of car renting/sharing and digital delivery is 100% digital, from the fleet manager to the end user. It helps corporate fleets car rentals and parcel service providers in transforming their business with innovative seamless offers.

MY SAFE PATROL
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50843

MY SAFE PATROL is a customizable guard management tool (security agents tracking, rounds control, real-time data sharing, cyber-secured chat. It aggregates and analysis all data produced by city security ecosystem : data sent by guards, alerts sent by citizens and data collected by detectors.

OMOGEN
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50851

Omogen is a household inventory control program for every appliance in your possession. Operated through a fully-automated, simple-to-use smartphone app.

ONTRACKS
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50017

OnTracks is an innovative technology company specializing in the field of haptic connected devices and navigation.

PARKKI
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50415

Parkki is the world’s first digital solution able to solve the huge problem of car parking in smart cities. Based on a machine learning software and smart sensors installed on street lamps, it helps parking managers and drivers reducing traffic jam and pollution.

PLIIZ
Eureka Park
Sands - Hall G 50041

Pliiz ™ is a revolutionary calling system. With Pliiz ™ you inform the staff in a simple way, to serve you or to inform you.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simob</td>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Proposes MoonStart, an innovative solution for operating and managing a fleet of self-balancing mini-scooters, in sharing mode. The solution answers to short-distance and indoor &amp; outdoor mobility issues, for employees, visitors and customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smarto</td>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Has developed CarAlgo its connected vehicle solution based on LoRa technology. It makes it easy to collect vehicle and driver data, and allows automotive professionals, insurers, aftermarket and fleet managers to create new value-added services. CarAlgo revolutionary solution and low cost, compatible all multibrand vehicles, is declined in three offers: CarAlgo Device, CarAlgo Data &amp; CarAlgo Fleet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streetco</td>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>Is a pedestrian GPS dedicated to people with reduced mobility. The Streetco app provide the most accessible route and indicate accessible places nearby depending on the mobility of its user. Collaborative, free and fun, everyone can report obstacles or places in few seconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKAVENJI</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Aims to massify energy microgeneration, by empowering any citizen to produce small amounts of electric power for themselves, as easily and freely as they would grow tomatoes on a balcony. Our smart sensors, along with AI expertise, will transfer data to a cloud platform, providing access via a computer or on-the-go via a mobile device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tallyos</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Offers an IoT solution dedicated to human resources. The system is built around high-performance GPS receivers and a web-based collaborative platform. It automates the end-to-end administrative process from data gathering to payroll and invoicing, while also optimizing productivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrustInSoft</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Is the only software publisher of analyses solutions that allows customers to have software security and code reliability guarantees, without having to change the development process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tikaway</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Has developed hardware and software solutions to improve remote work through a pair of glasses with an embedded video camera, connected to a video conferencing mobile application. The tkw.glasses enable hands-free work and the tkw.live service provides many dedicated features for remote assistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Canopee</td>
<td>Architecture &amp; Infrastructure</td>
<td>A breakthrough innovation for more breathable resilient cities. Offset heat islands by deploying oasis of coolness, fight air pollution, restore urban biodiversity, save water, improve the quality of life for city dwellers. With our plug &amp; green breakout solution, we are deploying plant canopies over the city to cover public or private spaces, roofs or walls.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Velco develops and sells solutions for a better and smarter mobility. Our first solution, Wink Bar, is a smart and connected handlebar. Thanks to its 3 main features (Track & Trace, Intuitive navigation and Automatic headlights). It allows you to have a more pleasant and safe cycling experience. We are unveiling our second solution with several partners at CES19 : Tom-E. Tom-E is an international GPS navigation system connected to your smartphone that you can plug on your scooter, motorbike, bicycle, strollers and other means of transportation. Come and meet us on our booth !

VFP Ink Technologies’ core activity is to design and manufacture high-tech industrial inks and varnishes. Our unique technology in printed electronics industry provides innovative products for several fields included automotive manufacturers. Our offer grants key advantages for game changers companies in the future of mobility.

Ween.ai predicts the next use of the house, car or office.

Wi6Labs develops solutions for a high performance Internet of Things. These solutions are based on LPWAN private network deployment.

Yogoko designs and deploys communication solutions for road infrastructure and vehicles. They presented Y-Autonom, communication solutions to optimize and secure the external communications of the vehicle.

Actility offers ready-to-use solutions for IoT connectivity, data management solutions. Actility’s ThingPark network is the first LoRaWAN platform available for the entire IOT market.

We help brands to engage & measure their audience in a phygital world. laBorne is the first interactive terminal design to engage & measure using a big red button.

Our offer is MyWall. It's a digital package (device + software) to make digital and interactive walls accessible to any business. My Wall allows a simple user to create media from his smartphone and automatically transfer them to the walls.

Young StartUp created in Oct 2014, we offer services & advice on BIG DATA.

Fenotek improves the click to possession indicator by facilitating the “last yard” delivery.

Linkfluence, a social media intelligence company, analyzes conversations on social networks to create business opportunities for brands.

The first API in SaaS mode allowing retailers to scientifically analyze the composition...

Founded in July 2014, Loisirs Auctions is the leading site and mobile applications for leisure bookings and holiday auctions. I now has more than 650,000 members and more than 1,200 partners in France and abroad. Loisirs Enchères allows tourism professionals to optimize and increase their occupancy rate from 15% to 50% throughout the year.

We help brands to engage & measure their audience in a phygital world. laBorne is the first interactive terminal design to engage & measure using a big red button.

Thanks to its smart chargers, PowerUp, doubles the life of Li-ion batteries and facilitates their predictive maintenance. Spin-off from CEA-LITEN, the startup is based on seven patents resulting from several years of research at CEA on the mechanisms of batteries degradation.
### Retail

**Universal Reward Protocol**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50463

Universal Reward Protocol provides a blockchain-based ecosystem where shoppers regain full control of their data while enjoying personalized offers made by retailers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Booth Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CamToy          | Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50615        |
| Domalys         | Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50241        |
| DREAMinzzZ      | Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50017        |
| Energysquare    | Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 40558        |
| ETHERA          | Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51263        |
| EXKY Smart Garden| Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51263       |

### Smart Home

**52JJ**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50863

New generation of garden.

**ABEYE**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50059

ABEYE is a start up which makes connected eyewear. Senior Care optical frames detect when seniors fall and sends an alert for help.

**ATES NETWORKS**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Halls A-D 40558

Self-learning is a must for every Connected Home! VIAROOM Home™ is the first autonomous home controller with self-learning, automatic scene creation and multi-hub orchestration capabilities.

**AUDIOZEN**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50017

Created Morpheé, an unconnected device that allows you to fall asleep easily and more quickly. He delivers meditation lessons to listen at night.

**B2B COSMETICS**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 50415

Émuage is a dream come true for anyone who has ever fancied manufacturing their own fresh personalized cosmetics at home in minutes, from 3 capsules (texture, efficacy, fragrance). This connected machine is engineered to deliver safe, high-quality cosmetics like in a lab.

**BTU Protocol**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 52907

BTU Protocol is the first open source peer-to-peer booking protocol that connects directly service providers to their customers.

**B2B COSMETICS**
Eureka Park  
Sands - Hall G 51263

EXKY is our new indoor kitchen garden with ultra-compact design! We have specially designed it for city dwellers who are lacking in space and nature. Its mini size and elegant curves make it the ideal partner for any kitchen. It will find its place in the big kitchens as in the most narrow. Its small size does not make it less productive. EXKY offers you a very large surface of culture for generous harvests. EXKY is completely autonomous : it takes care of your plants so that you can easily cultivate aromatic herbs, young shoots, mini vegetables, edible flowers and mini fruits in all seasons!
GPS tracker to find his pet, operating with the Sigfox network and a proprietary Lora network.

Helpicto™ is a personal communication assistant, for people with language impairments. It alleviates communication difficulty with an easy-to-use mobile app that provides a visual representation of language. It uses AI to simplify communication by translating what you say into a series of pictograms. On a daily basis, it is more interaction & autonomy, and it makes inclusion easier. You can use Helpicto™ anywhere, anytime, with anybody!

Designs and markets connected objects to secure the everyday life of goods and people. Their system includes a connected home control panel, detection, alert and control devices, as well as a software platform for driving.

The company was built with a strong will to provide innovation in the plumbing industry in order to supply still very artisanal businesses with the latest scientific and technological advances. Specialized in prefabricated plumbing, FLOVEA has substantially invested in designing new solutions by conducting basic research and applied engineering. Therefore, the company decided to develop hydraulic network connectivity with its customers, thus diversifying its activities with smart home components.

The FoxBerry sensor is a miniaturized sensor to digitize indoor/outdoor air quality and gas leak, the FoxBerry is the new low power and smallest gas sensing system. This miniaturized module is powered by the eLichens technology delivers the ultimate advancements in NDIR technology thus enabling successful products development in IoT, HVAC, DVC, car, Consumer, industrial, safety and medical markets with an optimized cost/performance ratio.

FINGERTIPS / SPINOFF
Eureka Park Village French Tech
It’s a smart relational cushion VIKTOR™, dedicated to older people, people with reduced mobility or disabilities.

FLOVEA
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50241
The company was built with a strong will to provide innovation in the plumbing industry in order to supply still very artisanal businesses with the latest scientific and technological advances. Specialized in prefabricated plumbing, FLOVEA has substantially invested in designing new solutions by conducting basic research and applied engineering. Therefore, the company decided to develop hydraulic network connectivity with its customers, thus diversifying its activities with smart home components.

FOXBERRY SENSORS
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50863
The FoxBerry sensor is a miniaturized sensor to digitize indoor/outdoor air quality and gas leak, the FoxBerry is the new low power and smallest gas sensing system. This miniaturized module is powered by the eLichens technology delivers the ultimate advancements in NDIR technology thus enabling successful products development in IoT, HVAC, DVC, car, Consumer, industrial, safety and medical markets with an optimized cost/performance ratio.

GLADIS
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50041
GPS tracker to find his pet, operating with the Sigfox network and a proprietary Lora network.

HELPICTO
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50003
Helpicto™ is a personal communication assistant, for people with language impairments. It alleviates communication difficulty with an easy-to-use mobile app that provides a visual representation of language. It uses AI to simplify communication by translating what you say into a series of pictograms. On a daily basis, it is more interaction & autonomy, and it makes inclusion easier. You can use Helpicto™ anywhere, anytime, with anybody!

HU & CO
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G
Designs and markets connected objects to secure the everyday life of goods and people. Their system includes a connected home control panel, detection, alert and control devices, as well as a software platform for driving.

INMAN
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 53036
INMAN is a start-up which develops hydro-electronic technologies with the aim of improving the energy performance of housing, the first project is INSENS, the first autonomous electronic shower mixer for ecological and connected showers. It combines comfort, economy and ecology.

JANASENSE
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 52518
Janasense reinvents the way to offer older people well being at home, with serenity for caregiver. Janasense believes technology can help us to get old in better condition. Felling good, staying good to enjoy life. We developp small wireless sensor to catch the rythm of life at home.

IScab
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50863
Innovation provides the necessary tools that adapt to your environment. Iscab proposes logistics boxes in different areas.

INMAN is a start-up which develops hydro-electronic technologies with the aim of improving the energy performance of housing, the first project is INSENS, the first autonomous electronic shower mixer for ecological and connected showers. It combines comfort, economy and ecology.

JANASENSE
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 52518
Janasense reinvents the way to offer older people well being at home, with serenity for caregiver. Janasense believes technology can help us to get old in better condition. Felling good, staying good to enjoy life. We developp small wireless sensor to catch the rythm of life at home.

LEXON
Eureka Park Sands - Halls A-D 44534
For 25 years, LEXON has been making a difference in the world of product design while remaining faithful to its founding commitment: to make small useful items which are beautiful, innovative and accessible. Occupying the space where high-tech meets design, each of our designer-created items has been developed for real-life everyday use.

LANCEY
Eureka Park
The Grenoble start-up has created an electric radiator that charges during off-peak hours and returns the heat later. A way to combine energy savings and lower billing for households. The user can control his consumption via smartphone, a tablet or a computer. The team is housed in the premises of STMicroelectronics in Grenoble.

LASER FUSBAL
Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51063
Laserfusal is an interactive, rules challenging soccer table. It keeps the looks of traditional fusbal, with completely new opportunities in terms of learning curve and game options.

LEONARD
Eureka Park
Marianka, a space design firm, is developing functional, interactive and sensory surfaces based on a patented technology, named "La Matière Bavarde" or Talkative Matter, transforming all kinds of surfaces into sensors and switches. We have developed an interactive substance which we use as a coating to provide all surfaces with functionality. The smart coating is able to sense the presence of the human body through touch or from slight distances, through all kind of materials, in order to activate electronics.
### Smart Home

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **MASTRAD** | Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50855  
Since 1994, Mastrad, a French company specialized in the design of culinary accessories, has been working to revolutionize the world of cooking by creating "The Art of Utility". 25 years after we proudly introduce meat°it the first 100% wireless smart cooking probe. |
| **MICROEJ** | Eureka Park Sands - Halls A-D 42764  
Optimized Software Platform (smartphone OS Like) to create, connect and deploy IoT and embedded devices. |
| **MILIBOO CONNECTED** | Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50855  
Miliboo is a French furniture company founded in 2007 and a key player on the European market which proposes design and trendy pieces of furniture. |
| **MOONA** | Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 50415  
Moona is a smart system that regulates the temperature of your pillow to improve sleep. It is based on medical research showing the role of temperature in sleep quality. Moona helps you fall asleep faster, get more deep sleep and wake up refreshed! |
| **NODON BY ALTYOR** | NodOn®, a subsidiary of the ALTYOR group, is specialized in designing and manufacturing user-friendly and compact wireless smart home & smart building devices that communicate via Z-Wave, EnOcean, Bluetooth, Sigfox and LoRa. Our markets: Homes • Offices • Hotels • Schools. |
| **NOVIACARE by Pharmagest** | Eureka Park Sands – Hall G 53027  
The world’s first end-user installable behaviour tracker for seniors  
Keeping seniors a long time at home - Secure the home - Reassure the family and the senior by securing the home with a high-tech solution NOVIACARE - Prevent falls : To act quickly! - Easy and rapid installation! You plug and it play alone! |
| **OTODO** | Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 40261  
Otodo is an universal smart home platform for telecom operators. Your connected home obeys you "finger and eye". The Otodo One solution streamlines your experience by increasing the possibilities of interacting with your connected home. |
| **PANOPTES ENGINEERING** | Eureka Park Sands - Hall G 51048  
PANOPTES ENGINEERING is a cloud-based service that monitors required maintenance of home installations systems, including and electrical network home consumption. Panoptes Engineering seeks to reduce the costs of home installations, expand the lifetime products in safe conditions. |
| **PERSPECTIVE(S)** | Eureka Park Sands – Hall G 50017  
We are a company expert in virtual reality & augmented reality solutions. We are exhibiting our new app REVE. REVE is an application that provides a full HD virtual visit of your accommodation, along with the key information such as plans and BIM. With REVE, what you want is what you get! |
| **PRIVATE DISCUSS** | Eureka Park Sands – Hall G 50849  
PRIVATE DISCUSS is a tool that creates a strictly private collaborative ecosystem, equipped with a powerful search engine, allowing you to share, archive, annotate and discuss tax, organizational and legal scenarios, in complete confidentiality with your partners. |
| **PROTECTO** | Eureka Park Sands – Hall G 50615  
PROTECTONNECT is the first connected device that prevents domestic water waste. It's an ecological and economical solution for the planet and your wallet. |
| **QUIZFLIP** | Eureka Park Sands – Hall G 53169  
Flip is the world’s first electronic flashcard. This is a device inspired by the question - answer paper cards widely used for exam revisions in the United States. A screen displays a question and another screen the answer, and each question the user will search in his memory response and then self-assess by returning the card, and so on. |
| **QWANT** | Eureka Park Sands – Hall G 51475  
Qwant, the European search engine that respects your privacy. Based and designed in Europe, Qwant is the first search engine which protects its users freedoms and ensures that the digital ecosystem remains healthy. Our keywords: privacy and neutrality. |
| **SENSINEO** | Eureka Park Sands – Hall G 50017  
Opens a transversal market for the Geo-localization of people and animals with a great potential and possibilities using its own programs and rapid growth of the international network of IOT. Our generators produce solar photovoltaic energy, which helps to meet your electrical needs while reducing the environmental impact of your actions. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SOBEN</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 50003</td>
<td>Your own private butler droid to serve you whenever the whim takes you. Have draft beers and cool wine always on hand with your smart companion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>URBAN CIRCUS</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 50241</td>
<td>We create high visibility jackets that turns safety into fashion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UREFLECT</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 50241</td>
<td>Ureflect.io is the first touchscreen connected mirror, fully customizable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VIEWWER by Gizmo Experience</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 53035</td>
<td>REAL ESTATE VIRTUAL TOUR PLATFORM ! With viewer sell, rent or buy your dream home for free. In less than 2 minutes and only with your smartphone you can create and publish your own virtual tour to make your property deal. No special device is needed. It's free for everyone ! Live the most amazing real estate experience ! Go alive !</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WENIGHT</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 50207</td>
<td>Our technology is an open door for patients treated outside clinical settings. It makes it possible to offer services and facilitates the collect of data in real life. Our goal : to secure patients at home and save time for care teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WINTUAL</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 50215</td>
<td>WINTUAL develops innovative screens and virtual windows for the well-being and the companies. Offers interactive screens with many facets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEYOND LEARN</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 51044</td>
<td>Beyond Learn designs and develops Virtual Reality supports for occupational health and safety training. We offer immersive experiences and allow employees to train safely. Today, companies must find an effective and innovative way to train their employees to occupational risks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLACKLINE GPS</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 50017</td>
<td>The QuickSett, an ingenious concept of rotating disk that allows the cruising as with a skateboard. But also allows the snowboarder to be more comfortable in the queues and bearing with the discomfort when climbing chairlift. BLACK-LINE has released its first product. But this is only a step.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BY THE WAVE TECHNOLOGIES</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 50241</td>
<td>Bythewave creates devices for riders to help them to improve their level thanks to a virtual coaching. Bythewave technology created the first Action Sports Tracker. They discovered a predictive algorithm. A device related to an app on mobile and computer which transforms all session into great deals. A device for all Action Sports Support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLIM8 Private suit</strong></td>
<td>Innovation Awards CES 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COSMO CONNECTED</strong>&lt;br&gt;Wearable Market Place&lt;br&gt;Sands - Halls A-D 44416</td>
<td>Cosmo Connected is a French start-up specializing in the development of connected objects for the physical safety. We develops technologies designed for all types of mobility and innovative apps designed to improve safety for motorcyclists and cyclists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOVIN’SMART</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 53116</td>
<td>The global solution for recording, analysing and providing real time feedback during your equestrian practice. A new approach of the horse performance and well-being ! Our MS100 technology leans on the most recent innovations regarding sensors and calculations algorithms. Easy to use, MS100 provides keys information that will make you rediscover the equestrian practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPORT QUANTUM</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park</td>
<td>Connected measurement systems for precision sports (Ping-Pong, Golf, Shooting, ...) offering a digital environment to progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPORTBAK</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 53116</td>
<td>The company designed Futbak®, an innovative tracking solution for collecting gaming statistics, such as professionals soccer players. Who is really the best player? This system allows to quantify the physical and technical performances of the players via the use of connected trackers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPOTYRIDE</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 50000</td>
<td>SPOTYRIDE is a digital solution editor in sport and thus facilitate the small business digitalization like leisures parks. • Spotyride made a worldwide coverage • Spotyride will be developing specific solution in IoT for all the sports community &amp; structures. • Spotyride is scalable solution (exple: spotygolf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STYL-SMART TECHNOLOGY YOU LOVE</strong>&lt;br&gt;Eureka Park&lt;br&gt;Sands - Hall G 50912</td>
<td>STYL is an IoT product, the first of its kind: a connected pen made for playing. Our connected pen is capable of identifying very precise movements in the hands of the player and displaying the different tricks executed on our mobile app in real-time with augmented reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WITHINGS</strong>&lt;br&gt;Fitness &amp; Tech. Marketplace&lt;br&gt;Sands - Halls A-D 45137</td>
<td>At Withings, we create a range of products that empower people to make the right decisions for their health. Our award-winning connected devices are known for personalization, cutting-edge design, and ease of use, allowing anyone to measure, monitor, and track what matters via seamless connection to the free Health Mat app.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
La French Tech is the term used to describe the French start-up community: entrepreneurs, investors, engineers, designers, public organizations, etc. committed to the growth of French start-ups and to their international prosperity. French start-ups are unified and visible thanks to a single and powerful brand, La French Tech, both in France and abroad. The French Tech community includes unicorns such as BlaBlaCar, Criteo, Vente-priveé and champions like Sigfox, Devialet and Voodoo which respectively raised €150 and €100 million in 2016, €170 million in 2018.